DAY ONE
Start the day close to base, teeing off at the centrally-located Miramar Golf Club. This inland links-style course is compact and challenging, with the Wellington wind always playing a role in the outcome of your round.

Then travel by road or helicopter to the impressive clifftop location of Boomrock. After a luxurious lunch, it’s time for some adventure. Activities range from archery and clay bird shooting, to tackling the lodge’s purpose-built track in a high-performance car or flying a helicopter under the guidance of a professional pilot. Boomrock’s extreme golf course offers three prize-winning holes set into a 250-metre cliff face.

DAY TWO
A short journey up to the Kapiti Coast will land you at Paraparaumu Beach Golf Links. Host of 12 New Zealand Open Championships, and the only course in New Zealand to host Tiger Woods, Paraparaumu is considered by many to be one of the finest links courses in the Southern Hemisphere. Designed by Alex Russell, British Open Champion Peter Thomson called Paraparaumu “a gem of enjoyment, a monument to the game and a gift to the future”.

Back in Wellington, spend the afternoon soaking up local history at Te Papa, The Museum of New Zealand. Exhibits rotate several times per year and offer informative and interactive experiences, and museum entry is free. Then enjoy a delicious dinner at one of the award-winning restaurants in New Zealand’s culinary capital.

DAY THREE
On your final day in Wellington, enjoy a round at the Royal Wellington Golf Club, one of only two ‘Royal’ clubs in New Zealand and the first to receive the honour. A members’ club with more than 100 years of history, RWGC recently completed a massive renovation, resulting in a challenging championship course with many distinctive holes across its stunning parkland layout.

After your round, explore ‘Wellywood’, the heart of New Zealand’s film industry and home to the film and production studios co-owned by renowned filmmaker Peter Jackson. A Weta Cave Workshop Tour gives you a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the creative talent behind blockbuster movies like The Lord of The Rings, Avatar and King Kong.